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I. SRAM news/announcement 

• The Other Side of Victory – Tony Martin 

 

On May 1, 2017, Team KATUSHA ALPECIN's Tony Martin showed up to race in his hometown of Eschborn, 

Germany. He set pride aside and absolutely gutted himself to help his teammate Alexander Kristoff collect his 

third win at the Rund um den Finanzplatz.When any athlete is racing in front of their friends and family, they 

want to show off. They want to win. Was Tony bummed to sacrifice the possible chance of personal glory for a 

teammate? Especially after all his hard work training and selfless dedication to the sport? That's for him to know, 

and for us to wonder. That’s also the beauty of bike racing. This video is our salute to all our athletes for their 

tireless committment to the sport. Whether a win is yours or someone else's, we are all very proud of you.  

Watch the video above to see our tribute to The Other Side of Victory.  

Good luck Tony and Team KATUSHA ALPECIN at the Tour de France! 
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III. Product information  

• X-Sync2 Oval 

Since day one, SRAM has been dedicated to providing riders with component options that fit their own 

individual riding style. It’s undeniable that some riders’ pedaling styles benefit from oval chainrings, so we’ve 

engineered the new X-SYNC™ 2 Oval chainrings to give them the advantage they want. They are the only oval 

option available with our genuine X-SYNC™ 2 teeth profile, so they are the only oval chainrings on the market 

that are 100-percent optimized for Eagle. More options. X-SYNC™ 2 Oval. Only from SRAM. 

Chainring Size 齒盤規格齒盤規格齒盤規格齒盤規格 32, 34, 36, 38T 

Bolt Circle Diameter  

(BCD)鎖點規格鎖點規格鎖點規格鎖點規格 

Direct Mount (DM) 三孔直鎖 

3mm and 6 mm offset option 

3mm 或 6 mm 偏移量可選 

Speeds    速別速別速別速別    12 速 

Material (Chainring)材質材質材質材質 Aluminum 鋁 

Color (Chainring)顏色顏色顏色顏色 Black 黑 

 

    

• SRAM S-900 Aero HRD Disc Brake 

For aero disciplines, hydraulic disc brakes can reveal a whole new world of speed savings. Less time slowing 

down is more time going fast. Better brakes mean faster splits, thanks to confidence-inspiring brake 

performance. Hydraulic road disc brakes (HRD) also allow for more aerodynamic frame designs, lower hand 

effort, shorter braking distances, and easier changes between wheelsets. SRAM Aero HRD is unconditional 

braking for unconditional riders  
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• Optimized power and modulation for triathlon and time trial  

• 針對三鐵及計時車最佳化的碟煞設定 

• Hydro T brake platform offers superior control, feel, and heat management  

• Textured carbon brake lever for better finger grip  

• 防滑紋理碳纖煞把 

• Reach Adjust allows for custom fit  

• 個人化握距調整功能 

• Stealth-a-majig™ connector makes initial setup fast and convenient  

• 快速接頭設計,安裝快速方便 

• Bleeding Edge™ technology for quick, hassle-free bleeds  

• 更快速,簡單 Bleeding Edge™注油系統.  

• Flat mount only 

• 只相容 Flat mount 車架 

• Either 160mm or 140mm CenterLine X rotors are recommended for triathlon and time trial 

• 三鐵與計時車推薦搭配 160 或 140mm 碟盤. 

Application (DB)應用領域應用領域應用領域應用領域 Road 公路車 

Brake type 煞車形態煞車形態煞車形態煞車形態 Hydraulic 油壓系統 

Blade material    煞把材質煞把材質煞把材質煞把材質 Carbon LFRT  

防滑紋理碳纖煞把 

Color (DB)    顏色顏色顏色顏色 Black Anodized 陽極黑 

Pad type (Disc)來令片材質來令片材質來令片材質來令片材質 Steel-backed organic 有機材

質搭配鐵背板 
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Bracket (Disc Brake)轉接座轉接座轉接座轉接座 Flat Mount 20mm offset 

Hose length (mm)油管長度油管長度油管長度油管長度 1050mm, 1900mm 

Pistons 卡鉗活塞數卡鉗活塞數卡鉗活塞數卡鉗活塞數    2 

Piston material    卡鉗卡鉗卡鉗卡鉗材質材質材質材質 Aluminum 鋁 

Rotor type recommended        

推薦搭配碟盤推薦搭配碟盤推薦搭配碟盤推薦搭配碟盤 

Centerline X 

 

III.Installation& maintenance 

• 11Things You Might Not know About SRAM RED eTap 

Although there are more reviews and articles written about SRAM RED® eTap® than any other product in 

SRAM’s history, there are many features unique to eTap that are still relatively unknown. In this article we review 

11 of these features to give greater insight into eTap’s capabilities. 

 

1. You can micro adjust the rear derailleur while riding. 

Although the micro-adjust feature of SRAM RED eTap rear derailleurs does essentially the same job as a 
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mechanical derailleur’s barrel adjuster, with eTap you can make the adjustment at the shifter while rolling down 

the road. For example, if your rear derailleur is making a little noise in certain gears when the chain barely rubs 

against a larger cog on the cassette. To move the rear derailleur outboard to eliminate the noise, just hold down the 

function button of the right shifter, execute a “shift,” then release the function button after the adjustment is made. 

Rather than shifting the rear derailleur to the next outboard cog, when the function button is depressed, the rear 

derailleur will instead perform a micro adjustment and move 0.25mm in the direction of the chosen shifter each 

time an adjustment is made. So if you want to smooth out shifts to larger cogs, micro adjust the rear derailleur 

inboard with the left shifter. If you want to smooth out shifts to smaller cogs, micro adjust the rear derailleur 

outboard with the right shifter. It’s that easy. Best of all, because eTap has no cables to wear out, you’ll only need 

to make these adjustments once. 

 

2. You can send shift data to certain head units, both to see gear selection in real time and to collect 

training data. 

While shifting communications are handled over our proprietary Airea™ network, the eTap rear derailleur, which 

collects information from the other eTap parts, also contains an ANT+ transmitter. Many head units from Garmin, 

Wahoo, Lezyne and others can receive the data transmitted by the rear derailleur over ANT+ and display gearing 

and battery charge in real time. Some can even store the information in the workout file so a coach or third party 

app can analyze the amount of time spent in each gear. Please consult the individual head unit manufacturer for 

information on which models can communicate with eTap, and what the specific capabilities are. 
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3. You can use function buttons on the derailleurs to shift. 

When tuning the front derailleur and performing test shifts you need one hand to turn the crankset and one hand to 

initiate the shift. To execute a front shift with one hand simply press and release the function button on the front 

derailleur. This will toggle the front derailleur between its two positions without requiring you to remove your 

other hand from the pedal as you turn the crankset. 

The rear derailleur has similar functionality. Press and quickly release the function button on the rear derailleur 

and it will shift outboard. Press and quickly release the function button twice in rapid succession (think computer 

mouse double-click) and the rear derailleur will shift inboard. 

 

4. Depending on chain position on the cassette, the eTap front derailleur optimizes front shift quality by 
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changing how far it moves the chain. 

Although SRAM RED eTap front derailleurs are compatible with SRAM’s chain watcher, eTap front derailleurs 

don’t ship with one. In contrast, our mechanical RED front derailleurs do. Why? A chain watcher isn’t required 

with eTap’s smart front shifting functionality. Depending on which gear you’ve selected on the rear derailleur, the 

eTap front derailleur will vary how far it initially moves the chain before settling in a moment later to its final 

position relative to the chainring selected. 

  

For example, if you are in the large chainring and the large cog (big-big) and you need a lower gear, so you shift 

your front derailleur to the small chainring. To avoid pushing the chain past the small chainring and onto the 

bottom bracket, eTap front derailleurs only move as far inboard as is required to move the chain off of the large 

chainring and onto the small chainring. A moment after this movement is made, the front derailleur will move the 

rest of the way to its final position—a position that is the same no matter which gear you’ve selected in back. The 

final position of the eTap Yaw front derailleur will allow access to all of the rear cogs with no chain rub; it 

therefore doesn’t require a trim function, meaning that once a front shift is fully completed, the front derailleur 

will stay in exactly the same spot regardless of the rear cog you select following the completion of your front 

shift. 
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5. There are more differences between a standard eTap rear derailleur and a WiFLi eTap rear derailleur 

than just the cage length. 

In addition to the longer length of the cage on the eTap WiFLi rear derailleur, the position of the upper pulley is 

different as well. On a standard short-cage eTap rear derailleur the upper pulley is concentric with the cage’s pivot; 

whereas on a WiFLi eTap rear derailleur the upper pulley is offset to provide greater clearance between the pulley 

and the cassette. 

The other big difference is that the WiFLi eTap rear derailleur mounting bolt is positioned both higher and further 

rearward than it is on the standard short cage eTap rear derailleur. This positions the rear derailleur lower down 

and further forward in relation to the cassette and generates increased clearance between the upper derailleur 

pulley and cassettes with big cogs as large as 32-teeth. For this reason, simply installing a long WiFLi pulley cage 

onto a standard eTap rear derailleur will not make it compatible with cogs larger than 28-teeth. 
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6. The aero BlipBox™ is a shifter that can be used without Blips. 

Here’s a trick used by some of SRAM’s para-athletes: you can shift both derailleurs in both directions with one 

hand using a BlipBox with no Blips or Clics™ (remote shifter buttons) attached. This is possible because the eTap 

BlipBox is a shifter. Just use the left and right buttons on the top of the BlipBox to move the rear derailleur 

inboard and outboard and press the button marked “FD” in between them to shift the front derailleur. 

 

7. Use a BlipBox as a temporary shifter when working on a drop bar eTap bike. 

Because pairing eTap derailleurs and shifters only takes a few seconds, some of our pro mechanics and shops 

came up with this trick to make the eTap installation and tuning process even easier than it already is. When 

assembling a drop bar bike, after bolting on the derailleurs and shifters, they pair an aero BlipBox to the 

derailleurs instead of the drop bar shifters. Because the BlipBox is a wireless shifter, the mechanic can shift both 

derailleurs both directions with just their thumb while they use their other hand to turn the cranks. Once the tuning 
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is done, they pair the derailleurs to the drop bar shifters to complete the installation. 

 

8. Use Blips (remote shifter buttons) to do all your shifting with one hand. 

Blip remote shifter buttons plugged into drop bar shifters perform the same function when pressed as the shifters 

they are attached to. That means if you have at least one Blip per shifter (you can have up to two) you can shift the 

rear derailleur in both directions by pressing the Blips individually and shift the front derailleur by pressing a Blip 

from each shifter at the same time.  

So let’s say you wanted to use your right hand only to shift the derailleurs. To do this just place a Blip plugged into 

the left shifter next to a Blip from the right shifter anywhere you want on the right side of the handlebar. With a 

Blip from each shifter sitting right next to one another, you can perform all shifting operations with your right 

hand. To do a front shift with this setup, just use two fingers to press the Blips simultaneously. No matter what 

width your handlebars are, SRAM makes a Blip with the right length wire for your application. Blips are available 

in 150mm, 230mm, 450mm, and 650mm wire lengths. 
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9. There is more than one way to tape around Blips.  

Not only can you place Blip remote shifter buttons anywhere you want them on the handlebars, you have a few 

options on how to tape around them. You can tape over the Blip for a stealthy look or tape around the Blip for a 

more tactile feel. If you are only planning on using Blips when riding on the tops of the bars, you might prefer to 

use BlipClamps to attach them outside of the tape zone right next to the handlebar clamp. 

 

10. Install clip-on aero extensions that you can shift from on a drop bar road bike. 

While you can install clip-on aero bars on a drop bar road bike with mechanical shifting, you can’t shift from the 

aero bars. With eTap, you can shift from both hand positions, and best of all, the installation is incredibly easy. 

Once you have your clip-ons installed, all you have to do is attach a pair of eTap Blips or Clics remote shifter 

buttons to the ends of your aero extensions, then unwrap the handlebar tape down to the shifter, plug the Blips or 
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Clics into your drop bar road shifters, rewrap the tops of your handlebars (now with the eTap Blips or Clics wires 

underneath the tape) and you are done. With this setup you can shift from both the handlebars and the aero 

extensions. Change your mind and want to remove the clip-ons? No problem, just reverse the process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


